BITHULITHIC PEOPLE TAKE GRADING CONTRACT AND START THE WORK

The Board of Works lets them $2.50 per day and $2.25 per day for the work. The Board is paying the men $2.50 per day and $2.25 per day for the work.

Mr. T. A. Young, Popular Drummer Killed in Runaway at Fort Worth

Mr. George Stables, of the Stacks-United States company, was killed by a runaway train at Fort Worth, Texas, on Monday afternoon. He was a very popular drum player and was well known in the music world. He was returning from a concert in Nashville, going to join the particulars of which are not known, when he was thrown from a train and killed. The train was going at a great speed and Mr. Stables was not able to get back into the train in time. He was thrown to the ground and died instantly. The train was going at a great speed and Mr. Stables was not able to get back into the train in time. He was thrown to the ground and died instantly.

RAID AGAINST SHANTYBOATERS

All Will Be Rounded Up and Made to Pay License

A raid against shantyboaters was made last week and all were rounded up and made to pay license. The raid was made by Constable Shelton and the county attorney, Albin Barkley, who have started a crusade against the shantyboaters. They have arrested several of them and will probably have a tendency to weed out the many shantyboats that cluster in every nook along the river.

The cluster of electric lights on the river bank is to be moved to another place. The lights are to be paid for by the Independent Homeopathic Hospital.

Shantyboaters were each fined the same sum for fighting one another. The cluster of electric lights on the river bank is to be moved to another place. The lights are to be paid for by the Independent Homeopathic Hospital.

Some weeks ago the Independent Homeopathic Hospital was moved to the other side of the river. The lights are to be paid for by the Independent Homeopathic Hospital.

President D. G. Murrell yesterday expressed the belief that it would take $2,000 to buy enough ground to start the hospital. He has ordered the hospital to be moved to another place. The lights are to be paid for by the Independent Homeopathic Hospital.

Mr. David Reeves, former sheriff of Marshall county, came here yesterday and said he had received a warrant charging Ed Atherton, white, with the murder of William Harris, and will have all arrested where they fail to pay the state license. The law providing that every house-boat man keeping his floating home moored to Kentucky banks shall pay a license of $1 each year.

Mr. David Reeves, former sheriff of Marshall county, came here yesterday and said he had received a warrant charging Ed Atherton, white, with the murder of William Harris, and will have all arrested where they fail to pay the state license. The law providing that every house-boat man keeping his floating home moored to Kentucky banks shall pay a license of $1 each year.

JUDGE EVANS SUSTAINED

Referee's Decision in a Case of Serious Charge

Judge Evans has sustained the decision of Referee E. W. Bagby of the local bankrupt court, where the referee recommended that William Harris, L. C. Linn and Will Linio of the Harris and company, be dismissed as bankrupts.

Referee Sustained.

Judge Evans at Louisville has confirmed the decision of Referee E. W. Bagby of the local bankrupt court, where the referee recommended that William Harris, L. C. Linn and Will Linio of the Harris and company be dismissed as bankrupts.

There are about fifty shantyboaters in the vicinity, and will have all arrested where they fail to pay the state license. The law providing that every house-boat man keeping his floating home moored to Kentucky banks shall pay a license of $1 each year.

JUDGE EVANS SUSTAINED

Referee's Decision in a Case of Serious Charge

Judge Evans has sustained the decision of Referee E. W. Bagby of the local bankrupt court, where the referee recommended that William Harris, L. C. Linn and Will Linio of the Harris and company be dismissed as bankrupts.

Referee Sustained.

Judge Evans at Louisville has confirmed the decision of Referee E. W. Bagby of the local bankrupt court, where the referee recommended that William Harris, L. C. Linn and Will Linio of the Harris and company be dismissed as bankrupts.

The decision of the packers to redress the "untruthful killing of the public.

President Murrell yesterday expressed the belief that it would take $2,000 to buy enough ground to start the hospital. He has ordered the hospital to be moved to another place. The lights are to be paid for by the Independent Homeopathic Hospital.

The cluster of electric lights on the river bank is to be moved to another place. The lights are to be paid for by the Independent Homeopathic Hospital.

President D. G. Murrell yesterday expressed the belief that it would take $2,000 to buy enough ground to start the hospital. He has ordered the hospital to be moved to another place. The lights are to be paid for by the Independent Homeopathic Hospital.

Men of Mexican Junita at St. Louis' Admit Design to Overthrow President Diaz

Members of Mexican Junita at St. Louis' Admit Design to Overthrow President Diaz

St. Louis, Mo., June 6.—Members of the juntas of the Mexican完了 were heard before the United States district court yesterday and were ordered to be released on bail. The juntas were formed in the United States district court yesterday and were ordered to be released on bail.

A new member of the juntas, Mr. Jose Gonzales, was arrested at St. Louis yesterday and was ordered to be released on bail. The juntas were formed in the United States district court yesterday and were ordered to be released on bail.

A new member of the juntas, Mr. Jose Gonzales, was arrested at St. Louis yesterday and was ordered to be released on bail. The juntas were formed in the United States district court yesterday and were ordered to be released on bail.

A new member of the juntas, Mr. Jose Gonzales, was arrested at St. Louis yesterday and was ordered to be released on bail. The juntas were formed in the United States district court yesterday and were ordered to be released on bail.

The closing examination of the Mexican army was held at Fort Worth last week and attended by several hundred officers and men. The event was the closing examination of the Mexican army and attended by several hundred officers and men.
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The closing examination of the Mexican army was held at Fort Worth last week and attended by several hundred officers and men. The event was the closing examination of the Mexican army and attended by several hundred officers and men.
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RUDOLPH STREET CON-
TRACTED FOR "HOME
COMING" BARBECUE.

SHERIFF JOEL OLIVER
WANTS JURORS FOR
PERSUASION.

Jury is open and the weather
Mr. Miller is a man who has
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KILPING AT THE STOCK YARDS

(From American News)

I went off to see the cattle killed last week at the Chicago stock yards. You should have seen the sights. It is not often that one sees a city on fire from the air. The smoke from the kiln looked like a thick, dark line running along some of the main streets. The smell was terrible. It was like a mixture of burnt wood and smoke. I could hardly breathe. I was forced to wear a mask to protect my nose and throat.

Rapids, Tex., J. C. John.

COAL TAR AND OIL ON ROADS

SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENTS AT JACOB'S TURN, WITH FEDERAL CO-OPERATION.

Coal Tar on Manned Products

Producer: Southport Manufacturing

Like Asphalt.

Washington, D. C., June 4.—The detailed experiments in road building recently made by the Geological Survey of the United States show very conclusively that coal tar and oil can be used to advantage in the construction of public roads.

The report of the Survey shows that coal tar and oil are very efficient when used in the preparation of the base course of a road. They are particularly valuable in the construction of roads in damp or waterlogged soil, as they serve to render the ground more compact and to prevent the formation of mud and puddles.

The experiments show that the use of coal tar and oil is not only economical, but also durable. The roads made with these materials have shown a marked increase in their resistance to wear and tear.

Coal Tar on Manned Products

Producer: Southport Manufacturing

Like Asphalt.

The use of coal tar and oil in road building is not new. It has been practiced in various parts of the United States for many years. The report of the Survey shows that the use of these materials is not only economical, but also durable. The roads made with these materials have shown a marked increase in their resistance to wear and tear.

TARTED ROADS ARE EXCELLENT.

After more than seven months of use, the roads treated with coal tar and oil are in excellent condition. The report of the Survey shows that the use of coal tar and oil is not only economical, but also durable. The roads made with these materials have shown a marked increase in their resistance to wear and tear.

The use of coal tar and oil in road building is not new. It has been practiced in various parts of the United States for many years. The report of the Survey shows that the use of these materials is not only economical, but also durable. The roads made with these materials have shown a marked increase in their resistance to wear and tear.

KILPING AT THE STOCK YARDS

(From American News)

I went off to see the cattle killed last week at the Chicago stock yards. You should have seen the sights. It is not often that one sees a city on fire from the air. The smoke from the kiln looked like a thick, dark line running along some of the main streets. The smell was terrible. It was like a mixture of burnt wood and smoke. I could hardly breathe. I was forced to wear a mask to protect my nose and throat.

Rapids, Tex., J. C. John.

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE

Moved to 315 Broadway

WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPAPER. COME AND SEE THEM.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE EARRINGS WE HAVE TO OFFER YOU.

For the next few days Walkers, per that is usually sold at wholesale at 30 cts per yard, we will sell for 15 cts per yard.

Paper usually sold at 50 cts at we will sell for 25 cts per yard.

We carry a large and complete stock of Wallpapers, Hangings, and Window Shades in every style and grade, and will exhibit them.

C. C. LEE. 315 Bwav.

Steam and Hot Water Heating.

Phone 133. 529 Broadway

INQUIRE WITH
L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

Office 106 Broadway. Phone: Offices 385-Residence 1696.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

PADUCAH REAL ESTATE, WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS.

KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PERRY LIST FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.

S. P. POOL.

PADDUCAH UNDERTAKING CO., UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.

BOTH PHONES.

130 S. THIRD STREET, PADUCAH, KY.

Mattil, Efinger & Co.,

Undertakers and Embalmers,

130 S. THIRD STREET, PADUCAH, KY.
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**SPLENDID GAME**

**SMALL CROWD WAS THERE.**

**ODDLY PLEASED yESTERDAY.**

**BAD LOSERS.**

**INTERNATIONAL BASEBALL LEAGUE.**

**HOMESTAND IN A HURRY.**

---

**BIG STORE BURGLARIZED**

Thieves Got Several Hundred Dollars Worth

---

**Without a Desert Ahead**

OF YOU ON YOUR JOURNEY YOU SHOULD HAVE "THE EIGHT-DOOR" REFRIGERATOR TO SURVIVE THERM. WE ARE AROUND THE WORLD AND HABIT.

---

**With Old Age Ahead**

ARE YOU GOING TO SPEND ALL YOU EARN AS YOU GO ALONG? START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US TODAY. WE ARE AROUND THE WORLD AND HABIT.

---

**Mechanics and Farmers Savings Bank**

227 BROADWAY.

---

**Our Handsome Spring Furbies ARE NOW ON DISPLAY**

---

**AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CONVENIENT**

**STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETPLACE**

---

**Dickie & Black, MERCHANT TAILORS**

516 Broadway.

---

**Excursion:**

St. Louis and Tennessee River Paddle company—its chesapeake and its distinctive character of Father.
If Meat Bill Is Amended

Begs Womanhood To Save Her Life

Dorothy Ann Maynes, 20, of 229 Ninth St., Indianapolis, Indiana, said yesterday that if the packers are doing an honest business, and I do not say that they are doing a dishonest business, then this law should be on the statute books to prevent that dishonest business.

Kokomo City, June 6—With the great state of Kansas being the center of one of the greatest meat packing fiascos of the criminal details of which has come to light, Congressmen were here Monday at the extent of June 6 as "The woman's voice was heard by the public, because of her courage under fire, and the fact that she was a woman—most men would..." .

We are not in a position to say that gone hogs are the majority of the law is the majority of the law.

If we can reach this point at any time before the year 1913, and the world shall have the worst of it, then whatever conditions may have been and are and are and are, we shall be correct and beyond what is possible.

A student in the state university—named Everett Feaze warmed up in local politics and won the nomination for representative from Dade county, Emporia, Kan. Gazette.

And whether their business is honest or dishonest, the law should go on the statute books for the full prosection of the people.

If the packers are doing an honest business, and I do not say that they are doing a dishonest business, then this law should be on the statute books to prevent that dishonest business.

A student in the state university—named Everett Feaze warmed up in local politics and won the nomination for representative from Dade county, Emporia, Kan. Gazette.

And whether their business is honest or dishonest, the law should go on the statute books for the full prosecution of the people.

Myers was at home, sick in bed. The woman let Hottman into the house at midnight, and the scheme was for him to brain Myers in the bedroom on his async bed. As soon as Myers was dead, she seized his pocketbook, which she and Hottman slashed the husband fearfully. He died in his own blood in a corner of his cozy cottage.

And if there is any attempt to emasculate this bill, the people will know whom to hold responsible. It was prepared with the utmost care, and numerous and extended consulta-

The moral regeneration of America should be the general regeneration. What I desire is the enactment of the law.

And whether their business is honest or dishonest, the law should go on the statute books for the full prosecution of the people.

If the law is enacted I am willing to take the lead in bringing this business to the surface.

The bill of this state, which is known as the Indiana Meat Inspection Act, is a model of its kind throughout the country.

A new era is dawning in our history, and it is surprising to see how the times are changing. The old methods cannot be kept, and the world must prepare itself for a new era in our history.

I am not a part of this movement, but I am with the movement. I am a member of the Women's Anti-Suffrage League, and I am with the movement.

And if there is any attempt to emasculate this bill, the people will know whom to hold responsible. It was prepared with the utmost care, and numerous and extended consulta-

Myers was at home, sick in bed. The woman let Hottman into the house at midnight, and the scheme was for him to brain Myers in the bedroom on hisasync bed. As soon as Myers was dead, she seized his pocketbook, which she and Hottman slashed the husband fearfully. He died in his own blood in a corner of his cozy cottage.

And if there is any attempt to emasculate this bill, the people will know whom to hold responsible. It was prepared with the utmost care, and numerous and extended consulta-

The moral regeneration of America should be the general regeneration. What I desire is the enactment of the law.

And whether their business is honest or dishonest, the law should go on the statute books for the full prosecution of the people.

Myers was at home, sick in bed. The woman let Hottman into the house at midnight, and the scheme was for him to brain Myers in the bedroom on hisasync bed. As soon as Myers was dead, she seized his pocketbook, which she and Hottman slashed the husband fearfully. He died in his own blood in a corner of his cozy cottage.

And if there is any attempt to emasculate this bill, the people will know whom to hold responsible. It was prepared with the utmost care, and numerous and extended consulta-

The moral regeneration of America should be the general regeneration. What I desire is the enactment of the law.

And whether their business is honest or dishonest, the law should go on the statute books for the full prosecution of the people.

Myers was at home, sick in bed. The woman let Hottman into the house at midnight, and the scheme was for him to brain Myers in the bedroom on hisasync bed. As soon as Myers was dead, she seized his pocketbook, which she and Hottman slashed the husband fearfully. He died in his own blood in a corner of his cozy cottage.

And if there is any attempt to emasculate this bill, the people will know whom to hold responsible. It was prepared with the utmost care, and numerous and extended consulta-

The moral regeneration of America should be the general regeneration. What I desire is the enactment of the law.

And whether their business is honest or dishonest, the law should go on the statute books for the full prosecution of the people.
The girl sat in the last seat of the front cabin, near the open window, her head resting on the sill as she looked out at the gray, clouded sky. The girl was a professional actress, and even though she was only twelve years old, she had a profound understanding of the struggle between the hope of a better tomorrow and the despair of the present.

"The world is a stage, and we are merely players," she thought. "Each of us, in our own way, is trying to perform a part that will be remembered long after we're gone."

She closed her eyes and let the wind rustle her hair, feeling the tension in her muscles ease. She knew that the road ahead would be long and difficult, but she was determined to make every moment count.

"Today, I will give my all."

---

The girl's performance in the play was critically acclaimed, and she was soon offered roles in several prominent productions. Her talent and dedication quickly earned her a reputation as one of the most promising young actresses of her time. She continued to work hard, always striving to improve her craft and deliver unforgettable performances.

---

"The world is a stage, and we are merely players."

The girl's words echoed in the mind of the audience, reminding them of the fleeting nature of their own dreams and ambitions. She knew that her performance would be short-lived, but she also knew that it was a moment that could change the course of her life. She stepped back into the shadows, ready to take on the next challenge.

---

"Today, I will give my all."

The girl's words became a mantra, guiding her through the ups and downs of her career. She continued to work hard, always striving to improve her craft and deliver unforgettable performances, proving once again that the world is a stage, and we are merely players.
HENNEBERGER GO ELECTS

The owner's chosen and Scott's business taken over.

NEW FIRM NOW IN CHARGE

RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION HELD ANNUAL ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Chairman

John A. Head and Mr. White

Manager

B. W. Walker & Co.

INCORPORATED

520 Broadway

PIONEER BICYCLE COMPANY

Will sell you a Bicycle On Easy Payments.

SURE KNURLING

MADE AT ST. PAUL, MINN.

The national inventor's tumbler

Forsyth's Career, by Mrs. Humphry Ward.

Lady Baltimore, by Owen Meter.

Cowardice Court; by McCutchen.

CUTpred and Mounted with the Tidewater.......

REASONS why you should ride a Bicycle.

It is economical.

It is wholesome.

It is healthy.

It is necessary.
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